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‘Stage 2’ consultation: Draft Canada Water Masterplan
In December 2014 we held a series
of events to share and discuss the
early ideas for the draft Canada Water
Masterplan; building on the principles and
community aspirations identified in the
first stages of consultation.
The feedback on the draft masterplan
will help inform development of the more
detailed proposals in 2015.

The table below is a summary of the
community engagement and consultation
activities that have taken place since the
publication of the Stage 1A Consultation
Report in August 2014.
For an overview of the exhibition, please see
Appendix A or you can visit the website:
www.canadawatermasterplan.com

There has been a high level of interest in
the Stage 2 consultation events with:
•
approximately 1,300 recorded
attendees (anticipated that
significantly more actually attended)
•
Over 1,600 local groups and
individuals are now on the project
contact list
•
97 feedback forms, 62 quick
comments, 27 workshop attendees
and 168 map comments received

CONSULTATION DIARY: SEPTEMBER 2014 - JANUARY 2015
Activity

Date

Detail

Outcome

SE16 events

20th & 21st November
2014

SCAN Christmas Market, Albion Street

• Estimated 200+ people
informed about the
project and upcoming
events

Draft Canada Water
Masterplan exhibition &
workshops

6th December 2014
9th December 2014
11th December 2014
13th December 2014

Exhibition 1
Exhibition 2
Workshop 1
Exhibition 3, Workshop 2 & Focus-Topic
Drop-in session

16th December 2014 4th January 2015

Online feedback

• 1,300+ recorded
exhibition attendees
(estimated more)
• 27 workshop
attendees
• 97 individual feedback
forms
• 62 individual quick
comment forms
• 168 map comments
• 7 emails / letters

One-to-one meetings &
group sessions

Ongoing

Local Stakeholder Outreach
Local meeting attendance
Group Sessions
Youth engagement

• To date 27 local
stakeholder outreach/
local meetings/ group
sessions

Facebook / Twitter

Ongoing

Regular updates

• Over 260 Twitter
‘followers’
• 37 Facebook page
‘likes’

Newsletter

November 2014

Newsletter 03

• 23,000 copies
of Newsletter 03
distributed locally

Local advertisements

December 2014

Southwark News

• Approx 11,015
circulation

Posters & flyers

Event posters & flyers distributed in local shops, meeting places and destinations; as well as
communal notice boards with the help of local contacts.
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Consultation events, 6th December - 13th December 2014
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Overview of feedback

Headline Feedback

Overall there was support that the
principles and aspirations of the
masterplan are heading in the right
direction. There is now a need to see
further detail and robust follow-through on
the areas that were well received. This is
particularly true with regards to:

As part of the feedback we asked
attendees to rate their overall response to
principles of the Masterplan, from ‘really
like’ to ‘really dislike’. The diagrams below
show how people responded from 97
feedback forms.

•
•
•
•

Approach to ecology and
sustainability
Green link (the form it finally takes)
Diversity and range of uses that make
an active town centre (a ‘real place’)
Architectural design – relevance to
area

There is also a need for further information
and studies to inform the discussion
around impact, density and height.
This is a critical local issue. There is a
mix of opinions on tall buildings, but an
overarching agreement that the impact
of density on the transport networks,
together with other local developments,
needs to be considered and sufficiently
addressed.
The above was one of the most discussed
topics, alongside the inclusion of ecology/
sustainability and the creation of an active
and enjoyable place through a diverse
range of uses. A diagram showing the
topics most discussed can be found on
page 28.
The information on this and the following
page provide a headline overview of the
feedback. The full analysis can be found
in chapter 4 ‘Findings’ on pages 25 to 37.

A. Like or dislike: direct responses to Masterplan principles
•
•

‘General Response’ - over two thirds positive towards the draft masterplan
General positive response, with the most concern and need to see more
information on ‘scale, building form and density’
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The page to the right illustrates the
feedback from all sources (including 97
feedback forms, and 62 quick comment
forms and 6 workshop sheets). This
elaborates further on support, concerns
and considerations.
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B. Headline feedback - an overview
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Town centre identity & use

Overall layout and movement routes were received well, below
are the main concerns and questions raised:

•

Overriding support for replacement of Surrey Quays
Shopping Centre with streets and public spaces - some
concern about losing all-weather convenience.

•

The layout is too ‘grid-like’ and should go further to reflect
local character of meandering routes.

•

•

01 Why is the eastern vehicular through-route needed?
Suggestions to make it access only and reduce the
impact on the Green Link.

Support for inclusion of Surrey Quays Leisure Centre site,
but retain activities for young people as an integral part of
the design.

•

Creation of a ‘real place’ through diversity of use and
facilities is very positive, ensure this remains.

•

02 Concern about the impact of proposed buildings and
upgrading Deal Porters Way for residents on the western
edge of the site.

•

06 The leisure / entertainment building could be a ‘real
destination’, but ensure it has local links and is public.

•

Cycling actively encouraged - mixed views on dedicated
cycling routes as a means to help avoid pedestrian /
cyclist conflict.

•

07 Higher education was one of the most positively
viewed uses, on the basis that it is not just student
accommodation. Some suggestions that it should link to
the town centre.

•

How will the Green Link connect with Lower Road?
There needs to be good pedestrian crossings.

•

•

04
Need more information to understand resolution of
level changes and connection to Surrey Quays Station.

Housing provision linked to wider London debate - ‘how
affordable is affordable?’ More information is needed on
types and levels of Affordable Housing.

•

Improve the food / drink / retail offer as part of a
temporary use strategy.
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Identity, design & impact

Public realm

•

The impact of increased density, particularly on traffic,
transport as well as social infrastructure, is a critical local
issue. Further detail is needed to enable an informed
discussion.

•

Recognition of the importance of ecology / sustainability
and the approach to Canada Water is very positive - but
there is a need for more detail and to be convinced that
this potential will be realised.

•

Mixed views on the tallest buildings. Initial reactions feel
this is out of character with the area; however there is a
level of acceptance of height and the need for increased
density understood as long as impacts are mitigated.

•

•

05 In principle, the tallest buildings are felt to be in the
right location, however there is some concern by Canada
Water Station, linked to potential impact on existing
buildings and comparative scale to surrounding buildings.

Principles of the Green Link received particularly well, but
ensure the character and use is connected to the wider
area and benefits ecology. Make it ‘really green’, include
level changes and incorporate opportunity for local
involvement and play.

•

There were some concerns about the impact of building
height and potential overshadowing on the quality of the
Green Link.

•

08 Ensure the Dock Link is substantial – water is
intrinsically linked to heritage and the materiality, design
and associated uses should enhance this.

04
Surrey Quays
Station

N

Ground floor uses plan - showing indicative block layout at draft masterplan stage
Residential

Office / work space

Student Residential

Hotel

Higher Education

To be decided: potential for

some of these to be community
/ social infrastructure uses

Retail-led town centre uses:
(will include food and drink
and a range of high street and
independent retail, services,
convenience and may include
some smaller office/business
space)

* correct at December 2014, British Land acquired Surrey Quays Leisure Park site in February 2015.

Culture & entertainment space

•

Acceptance of height is heavily caveated that the
buildings should be a positive local landmark – of high
design quality and relevant to the local area. As well as
creating positive public spaces at ground level.

•

Some concern that clusters may hinder landmark
buildings. How will the design quality of clusters be
different to the City / Canary Wharf?

Petrol station
Greenspaces / Green Link
Site ownership boundary *

This consultation report has been produced
by:
Soundings
148 Curtain Road
London EC2A 3AT

Any queries should be referred to
the Canada Water Masterplan consultation
team as follows:
team@canadawatermasterplan.com
020 7729 1705

